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Why is the Education of Foreign 
Language needed for Clinicians？



Why is the Education of Foreign Language needed for Clinicians？

・Delivering international standard medical care to the people
・Provide patients with a high level of what should certainly be offered
・Provide patient-centered medicine to patients with good 
communication skills

“Continuing medical education (CME)” and 
“Communication skills” are essential to practice these 
responsibilities.

Responsibilities as a clinician



Why is CME needed for Clinicians？

Relation between the physician's age and patient mortality rate

・Clinicians need to keep 
learning.

BMJ 2017;357:j1797



Medical evidence is ever-evolving.

・Clinicians need to continue to 
study at a faster pace.

・Most of the evidence is 
published as English language 
papers.

Trans Am Clin Climatol Assoc. 2011; 122: 48–58.

Doubling period of evidences
(estimation)
1950：50 years
1980：7 years
2010：3.5 years
2020：73 days

Why is CME needed for Clinicians？



Is learning foreign language necessary for CME？

There are various contents and many
good textbooks in Japanese these days.



English is necessary to enhance the "quality" 
and "quantity" of CME!

Machine translation is developing rapidly.

Is learning foreign language necessary for CME？



Summary：Why is learning foreign language needed for Clinicians?

Foreign languages, including English, are powerful 
tools for clinicians to
do CME with high-quality, 
communicate with patients smoothly,
and practice medical care effectively.



My experience since I realized the 
importance of learning English



My encounter with learning English

Medical student 
・Answering in English improved my score
・Memorized medical English vocabulary
・Aimed to be passed into a program of a 
leading hospital to become a general 
internist

Started studying English because of the 
examination in English

None of the output training



Culture shock
Residency

・Surprised to see my seniors, 
peers, and juniors speak in 
English fluently
・Conferences, rounds in 
English
・Frequently discussed in 
English papers



Aiming for Breakthrough as a Clinician

Young staff ・Prof. Hamaguchi taught me not 
only about medicine, but also about 
the fun of learning English and what 
I can learn from studying abroad.

・Started studying IELTS

GIM　Prof. Sugihiro Hamaguchi



English in Medical Education・
My practice of learning English in CME



Reading
Reading skill is the basis of 
everything.

・Use MKSAP  
・Use UpToDate, Dynamed, 
Google for heuristic search  
・Read NEJM case records 
for training clinical reasoning

Journal of Medical Academics 2.2 (2019): 58-60.



Listening
Accelerate input by Listening
・Obtain information during my commute 
with podcasts

・Harrison
・Clinical medicine (JAMA clinical review, 
Core IM, CURB SIDERS)

・Clinical reasoning (The Clinical 
Problem Solving)

・youtube

Journal of Medical Academics 2.2 (2019): 58-60.



Writing

Case report

・Report on cases experienced as 
a clinician

BMJ Case Rep. 2020 Nov 4;13(11).

Output training in writing



Writing
Letter
 
・Communicate with clinicians around the world 
through papers

・Glad to get a good response from authors

Clin Infect Dis. 2021 Jun 15;72(12):e1163–4.



Speaking
Speaking is important for 
communication

・Difficult to communicate our 
thoughts and feelings if we cannot 
speak English

・Be able to learn speaking through 
online English conversation services

Journal of Medical Academics 2.2 (2019): 58-60.



Speaking ～Clinical～
See many foreign patients in Okinawa
・Naval hospital is located in Okinawa.
・Tourists exceeded 10 million in H30.

See foreign patients in Fukushima
・technical internship



My first conference presentation at PGY2  
～Gaining the best presentation award in Asia at PGY10

Speaking ～Academic～



Master degree is also available through Online programs

Speaking ～Academic～



My idea of Undergraduate English education
・Symptomatology classes partially taught in English
・Familiarize themselves with the medical vocabulary through 
looking up evidences using UpToDate etc.

・Examinations partly in English（similar to USMLE or MKSAP）
・Increase the score of examinations when answering in English 
medical terms
・Provides opportunities to give presentations in English
・Conveying the joy of learning English



・English is the powerful tool for clinicians to
do CME with high-quality,
communicate with patients smoothly,
and practice medical care effectively.

Take home message

・Learning "English" makes "medical practice" more 
enjoyable and allows for self-improvement!


